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Cathedral - Wikipedia A cathedral is a Christian church which contains the seat of a bishop, thus serving as the central church of a diocese, conference, or episcopate.
The counterpart term for such a church in German is Dom from Latin domus ecclesiae or domus episcopalis; also Italian Duomo, Dutch Domkerk and cognates in
many other European languages. Cathedral (disambiguation) - Wikipedia A cathedral is a Christian church which contains the seat of a bishop. Cathedral or The
Cathedral may also refer to: Art and architecture. The Cathedral, Rodin. The Cathedral School, Llandaff - Official Site "As our son leaves the Cathedral School, we
wanted to write and thank you for the wonderful years he has spent at the school. He has so many happy memories to take with him, and can reflect on a positive and
fulfilling experience.

List of English Cathedrals - The Association of English ... Canterbury Cathedral, Mother Church of the worldwide Anglican Communion, has a tradition. Cathedral definition of cathedral by The Free Dictionary 3. Of, relating to, or resembling a cathedral: tall trees whose branches met to form cathedral arches over the path.
Canterbury Cathedral - Official Site Welcome to the website of Canterbury Cathedral, Mother Church of the worldwide Anglican Communion and seat of the
Archbishop of Canterbury. The Cathedral is both a holy place and part of a World Heritage Site.

The Cathedral | Rodin Museum Carved in stone and still covered in toolmarks,The Cathedral is a combination of two right hands, belonging to two different figures.
It was entitled The Ark of the Covenant, before being named The Cathedral, very probably after the publication of Rodinâ€™s Les CathÃ©drales de France, in 1914.
Parallels may be drawn between the mysterious inner.
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